Recommendations
Keep an eye of drunken driving at night by Addison Road/Fullerton. Keep up the good work.
Thank you so much.
Patrol our neighborhood early mornings for walkers and joggers. 7am, 11am. Patrol in the
neighborhoods between 2:30-4:30. Too many kids racing and speeding with their cars.
The officers need to have a better attitude and need to be nicer to the people they stop.
Too many vehicles exceeding speed limit at IL 53. Trucks and trailers shall be limited or off limits
for kid’s safety & limit noise and vibration.
There was a speed device down my street for a while. I saw a lot of red numbers, so put a
camera outside to emit a flash when over the limit. They’ll think they’re getting a ticket. It might
work. I live on Park Avenue.
Many new young drivers in our Westridge Subdivision driving irresponsibly-too fast-wrong side of
the road etc. Worried for small children starting school.
Patrol Swift Road better and more! Lots of shady characters. Clean up Swift Road loiterers.
Would like to see more patrol cars in the neighborhoods. Taking a drive thru parks and side
streets. A big police presence reduces crime.
I found the APD very courteous and attentive to my needs! Thank you very much!! Highest
commendations to APD.
Horrible experience with dispatch and patrol officers. Completely dissatisfied with the
competence level displayed from both individuals we had contact with. Did not expect arrogance,
cockiness, or a lack of concern from those who are to serve and protect.
Increase both male and female police officers, hires and retain P.O’s-4-9 year service.
Great guys and gals. Keep up the great work. I wish the paramedics were as nice and friendly as
your officers.
More police in apartment areas for less gangs, more security cameras in the street, more police
at night, and programs after school for teens.
Would like to see more patrol cars driving through our lot (Kings Point Condos) There have been
instances of vandalism of cars, underage drinking, and breaking dumpster fences. There seems
to be an inordinate amount of domestic situations-sightings of the PD patrol might help deter
some of the criminal activities. Hats off to the Addison PD-they do a great job overall! Thank you!
I was very pleased and appreciative of the officers staying with me after a burglary until my
husband arrived home.
Watch speeders on Army Trail or change the speed limit to 45. Watch those who speed by Indian
Trail and Army Trail Schools during kids being present.
Over the 3 years we have lived in Addison, the police contact has been positive. Only issues
have been the speeding on Byron Avenue, ignoring the stop signs and very loud music from the
cars driving by. We are always glad to see police patrols around the area. Thanks K.
We need more gang officers.
Too many people hanging out on Addison Road, just north of bowling alley, broken glass in the
parking lots at Stardust.
Overall really good service from the APD. Took a little long to come onsite after I called, but I
understand. I was a victim of a petty theft, not murder.
Someone slashed 3 tires on my cars. I left a message with the police for the officer to call me
back but he never did.
Speeding-Fines for people throwing trash out on the street from their moving vehicles.
Too many dogs roaming streets off leash and not enough help for people who are afraid of dogs.

Recommendations
I was victim of bank credit card theft by a person I know. I had a hard time convincing Addison
Police to take a report for credit card company that want to be paid.
My feelings are we have the best police officers and police department=friendly and helping. The
best five stars.
More enforcement of speed and noisy vehicles especially around children’s playgrounds.
More patrols at Indian Lakes! The kids run wild and have no fear of getting caught, they watch
when you come and go and wait for the opportunity to steal. More patrol may help! I feel the
police did what they could, but they still come into my home and stole from us! Two days later
they try again by breaking my window. Just not safe.
Dispatchers-seems like their doing 4 different things when you talk to them on phone. Held call
for 1 hour while beat officer was on lunch??
My father passed away and police were very professional, courteous. The police have always
been fair and professional. This can be a very tough town and job. Ed.
It seems like there is still a lot of work to be done in certain areas of Addison to better them. For
example on Dale Street there are many gangs hanging around. Graffiti all over the place. This is
an area to be worked on. This is of concern to me because it is close to my residence. It is not
safe to go by at night through this area because you feel danger.
Safety and security= we are not safe we have drive by’s.
Through mail, alert older people of the scam, people going around our area (victim of a gypsy
home invasion).
Stop the quarter mile on the corner of Mill Road and Lake Park Drive. Everyone drives very fast
and don’t stop at the stop signs.
People are not stopping at stop signs and speeding in residential areas. Thank you for all that you
do.
The police came after the subjects run. Same subjects don’t care about other’s property or
children.

